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Abstract
Despite many applications of vector control used in power systems and AC drives to name but a few, it is vital to
draw attention when using such traditional control concepts to the Chainlink Voltage-Sourced Converters (VSCs),
including Modular Multi-level Converters (MMCs). This is mainly because three phases of an MMC are not identical
due to stochastic nature of the submodules switching in each phase. In addition, dissimilarity between arm reactors
and cell capacitors lead to extra challenges for any vector control system such as generation of inevitable distortions
at the AC voltage waveform posed by the converter – such issues can harm local transformers and even may lead to
network instability when connected to weak AC systems. Thus, it is important to look for alternative solutions of
control systems design for such challenging power conversion applications.
Synthesis of robust control systems for MMCs, developed in ALSTOM Grid (UK), seems a promising resource in
legacy power electronics/systems control to aid operation of MMCs as well as their grid integration. In this course,
the operation of all arms of the MMC is carried out via controlling the converter arm voltages in multi-input multioutput fashion. This will result in better handling the interactions between all converter arms and thus smooth
operation of the converter. This talk will cover the key highlights in regard to theoretical developments of invented
robust control systems design for VSCs/MMCs. Some of the results will be demonstrated to clarify and further
discuss the above invention.
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